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ABSTRACT
In an era of mobile, embedded and ubiquitous computing, activities
of hackers and cybercriminals hasmetamorphosed into a global pan-
demic. Resulting effects cuts across most sectors of human endeavor
given the high penetration level of technology. Successful unau-
thorized access leading to information and identity theft, system
infiltration, intellectual property theft, financial crimes, extortion,
carding and much more are on the increase, consequently making
user authentication an important process, ensuring systems and ser-
vices are accessed by their intended users. Text passwords are the
most widely deployed user authentication scheme today. However,
are hardly human-friendly for the vast majority, leaving humans
with a memorability problem and consequently a security problem.
Graphical User Authentication (GUA) schemes, on the other hand,
are proven by state-of-the-art research with compelling evidence to
perform better in memorability and potentially by implication secu-
rity. However currently available GUA schemes provide theoretical
entropy levels far from that offered by text password scheme. Thus
the research community constantly is seeking to improve GUAs
to position them as possible alternatives to Text passwords. This
study is a first of two planned studies. It seeks to take a closer look
at Pure Recall-based GUAs with emphasis on a user authentication
design factor contextual parameter. The study aims at a better un-
derstanding of Pure Recall-based GUAs developed between the first
20 years (1996 to 2016), then others in a later study in an attempt
to better position Pure Recall-based GUAs as alternatives to text
passwords.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Authentication is a word derived from the Greek word “α θϵντ ικς”,
meaning real or genuine. Basically, authentication is a process of
ensuring the person attempting to gain access to a service or system
is who they claim to be [1]. Unauthorized access could in most
cases prove fatal, thereby positioning authentication not only as a
key factor, but one of the most important security characteristics
given today’s globalized digital lifestyle [2]. The need to prevent
unauthorized users from accessing sensitive information cannot be
overemphasised [3].

Graphical User Authentication (GUA) schemes, have proven by
state-of-the-art research with compelling evidence to perform bet-
ter in memorability and potentially by implication security, than the
most deployed scheme today, text passwords. However GUAs are
yet to match the security level currently offered by text passwords.
Attempting to expand the boundaries of graphical user authen-
tication research, this paper seeks to take a closer look at Pure
Recall-based GAU schemes developed between the first 20 years
(1996 to 2016), and others in a latter study to establish if findings
from this study are consistent with other recent schemes beyond
this time frame. A closer look will yield a better understanding
of Pure Recall-based GUAs and will offer an opportunity to better
position such as alternatives to text passwords. The paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of categories of GUA
schemes and explains what user authentication entails. Section 3
elaborates on the concept of contextual parameters and their impor-
tance in user authentication research and design. Section 4 takes
a closer look at pure recall based GUA and makes observations.
Section 5 concludes this initial study.

2 GRAPHICAL USER AUTHENTICATION
Graphical User Authentication (GUA) schemes have proven via
state-of-the-art research to outperform text passwords in terms of
memorability and possibly by implication security [2]. Also proven
over time by research is that the usability of an authentication
scheme is equally as important as the security it offers [2]. This has
positioned usability research as a crucial area in security research.
This has also motivated research aimed at exploring for more user
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authentication paradigms such as Graphical user authentication
(GUA) schemes, to create the right balance between security and us-
ability. The most widely deployed authentication scheme today still
remains text password [4]. However, strict security policies associ-
ated with text passwords ultimately poses a memorability problem
to users [5]. GUA schemes leverage on “Picture Superiority effect”,
positioning GUAs as better fit password in terms of usability. GUA
schemes have broadly been classified based on the cognitive tasks
employed by users to retrieve login credentials. Monrose and Reiter
in 2005 categorized GUA schemes into three main categories: image
recognition, tapping or drawing and image [6]. Whereas, Suo, Zhu
and Owen in 2006 categorized GUA schemes into two categories:
Recognition-based and Recall-based schemes [7]. Wiedenbeck et
al., on the other hand in 2005 further expanded the aforementioned
categories to include Recognition, Pure-recall, and Cued-recall [8].

2.1 Recognition Based and Recall Based User
Authentication

Generally, all authentication scheme consists of two important
stages. The first is the registration stage. Users in this stage are
required to select and register login credentials, which are then
safely stored and used to establish who is granted access in future
login sessions. The second stage is the authentication stage. This
could involves single or multiple rounds. At each login round, users
are required to reproduce login credentials they had earlier provided
in the registration stage before gaining access.

Recognition-based GUA schemes basically involve users creating
a password from a set of images, icons or symbols in the registration
stage [10]. On the other hand, recall-based GUA schemes involves
composing a password by drawing an image or pre-selecting click
locations on an image in the registration stage, reproducing such
at the authentication stage. This paradigm heavily relies on human
memory compared to recognition schemes.

Although GUAs significantly addresses the human memorability
problem of text passwords, GUAs are yet to match the security level
of text passwords. Current available GUA schemes offer theoretical
entropy of between 12 and 23 bits which is far from the 39 to 53
bits offered by text passwords [11].

3 CONTEXTUAL AUTHENTICATION
PARAMETERS

User authentication research has become a complex endeavour
[12]. Research has revealed user authentication entails several con-
textual parameters that need to be taken into consideration [12].
These parameters fall under 3 categories which are the Human
Factor, Technology Factor and User Authentication Design Factor
as illustrated in figure 1

From the human perspective, research revealed that individual
characteristics, known as Human Factors, affect user authentica-
tion tasks and consequently security. Examples of such Human
Factors are users’ age, gender, culture, cognitive disabilities and
cognitive processing abilities [13][14][15][16]. From the technol-
ogy perspective, studies indicate that some device characteristics,
such as, device type, screen size, input device, input style etc. also
have significant impact on users’ performance and behaviour in

Figure 1: The interplay between human cognitive factors [1]

user authentication tasks [17][18] [19]. From the design perspec-
tive, research has shown that design characteristics also known as
User Authentication Design Factors, such as authentication type
(textual vs. graphical), pool of characters used in password poli-
cies, distribution of user chosen images, image type (e.g., faces vs.
single-object images) in recognition-based graphical authentication,
image saliency, image grid size during graphical key creation and
image distortion affect task completion performance and security
[20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25].

A research by Katsini et al., in 2018 asked the research question
“Does Image Grid Visualization Affect Password Strength and Cre-
ation Time in Graphical Authentication?” [10]. Considering the
fact that GUAs are considered a better fit for interaction environ-
ments which lack a physical keyboard, security vulnerabilities still
exist. This motivated the researchers to investigate the effective-
ness of advanced visualization layouts (a contextual parameter) in
selecting stronger passwords. Via a between-subject study, two-
dimensional and a three dimensional visualization where compared.
Results revealed that advanced visualization techniques provided
a more suitable framework for deploying graphical user authenti-
cation schemes. Another research by Katsini et al., in 2017 titled
“Influences of Users’ Cognitive Strategies on Graphical Password
Composition” investigated how different visual behaviours of indi-
viduals with varying cognitive strategies affects the security aspects
of GUA across device types [12]. Via a user study (N=51) on graph-
ical password composition using a recognition-based GUA scheme,
results revealed differences on key strength and complexity, as well
as on gaze-based entropies between users with different cognitive
strategies. The researchers suggested this information could be
used in the design of User Adaptive GUA schemes. A research by
Cain et al., in 2017 took steps to directly compare three prototypical
graphical password schemes to determine their relative resistance
to “Over the shoulder- attacks” employing a within-subjects de-
sign [5]. Results revealed schemes requiring cognitive operations
in response to target patterns were superior to direct selection of
targets. The most secure scheme going by results was “Convex Hull
Click”, followed by “What You See is What You Enter”, while “Use
Your Illusion” showed high vulnerability to OSA.

Seeking a better understanding of these contextual parameters
cannot be over emphasized. This is simply because such proper
understanding would potentially inform improved methodologies
for the design of sustainable, secure and usable authentication
schemes, hence the need to take a closer look at various GUA
categories. This study seeks to specifically focus on Pure Recall-
based schemes.
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Table 1: Categorization of Pure Recall schemes based on login credential entry approach and Design Styles.

SN Scheme Year Developed Login Approach Deign Style
Draw Click Type Grid Images

1 Syukri Algorithm 1998
√

- -
√

-
2 Draw-A-Secret (DAS) 1999

√
- -

√
-

3 Passdoodle 2004
√

- -
√

-
4 Multi-Grid DAS (MGDAS) 2006

√
- -

√
-

5 Qualitative Draw-A-Secret (QDAS) 2007
√

- -
√

-
6 DAS with Rotation (R-DAS) 2007

√
- -

√
-

8 Pass-Go 2008
√

- -
√

-
8 PassShape 2008

√
- - - -

9 Yet another Graphical Password (YAGP) 2008
√

- -
√

-
10 Zheng (Shape & Text) 2010 Shape

√ √

11 Android Unlock Pattern 2012
√

- - -
12 TMD 2013

√
- -

√
-

4 RECALL GRAPHICAL USER
AUTHENTICATION SCHEEMS, FIRST 20
YEARS

Researchers have not only explored for novel GUA schemes but have
also sought to push the boundaries of existing schemes, striving to
harness their full potentials with regards to security and usability.
However each scheme is characterised by various strengths and
weaknesses. This paper attempts to make observations that will
ultimately lead to hypothesis subject to verification on how to
better position Pure Recall-based GUA schemes in terms of security
and usability. This study thus seeks to consider Pure Recall GUA
schemes developed from inception1996 to 2016 (the first 20 years),
in a later study consider others and synthesize findings.

4.1 Pure Recall-based Graphical User
Authentication Schemes

Blonder is widely regarded as the founder of the graphical authenti-
cation notion as Blonder schemewas the first GUA introduced to the
research community in 1996 [26][27]. Pure recall GUA schemes are
considered difficult for users in practice due to their heavy reliance
on human memory. Interestingly, A few Pure recall GUA schemes
going by published results, offer higher entropy levels compared to
text passwords [29][30][27]. For example, an 8 alphanumeric char-
acter text password offers an entropy of 53 bits, while a 20 strokes
“Yet another Graphical Password” (YAGP) GUA pure recall scheme
offers entropy of 232 bit [27]. By implication YAGP offers higher
security level in this scenario. Hence the specific interest in pure
recall-based GUA schemes. Login credential in GUA schemes can
be provided in three categories of actions during the authentication
stage. Users could either be required to draw, click or type login
credentials [27].

Draw based schemes generally require users to digitally draw an
image using a digital pen, touchpad, computer mouse, or finger on
touch-enabled devices. This image could be on a blank or gridded
background and is then stored as the login credential at pre-set
degree of accuracy. Typical draw schemes use grid intersections,
coordinates, values of occupied grid cells to encode the drawing

information. Table 1 categorize Pure Recall schemes based on login
credential entry approach and Design Styles.
Synthesized draw backs associated with draw based pure recall
schemes in general are as follows.

1 The difficulty with which login credentials are recalled from
memory without cues [28].

2 Difficulty in use associated with input devices for drawing
[31] [7].

3 Levels of accuracy with which pre-registered drawings are
reproduced [31][32][33].

4 Users’ ability of drawing symmetric images with few strokes
thereby decreasing password space [33].

5 Possibility of smudge attacks, oily finger marks left on device
screens [34].

Click-based schemes typically involves click events on user se-
lected click points. These click events are informed by “something”
presented to the user, in most instances an image or a grid. It implies
secret points of the image/grid are pre-selected, stored and later
have reproduced. The image/grid therefore plays an assistive role
thereby easing recall. By implication these schemes are less bur-
densome on the human memory compared to pure recall schemes
and are therefore regarded as cued recall. Thus, help in this context
(recall) are referred to as cues. An interesting login credential entry
mechanism introduced to GUA schemes is the use of keyboard as
to mouse. The use of keyboard is so rare amongst pure recall based
schemes, only Zheng (Shape & Text) under the period of considera-
tion was observed to make use of the keyboard. However the use of
keyboards stand to offer potential benefits. According to a study by
Tari, Ozok and Holden, replacing the mouse with the keyboard in
some GUA schemes reduced the risk of shoulder surfing [35]. Given
that both screen scraping and keystroke logging will be required,
the use of a keyboard makes shoulder surfing more difficult.

4.2 Observations and Findings
First observation, Table 1 reveals most of the developed pure recall-
based GUA schemes within this time frame are draw-based. By
implication it is highly expected that subsequent developed draw
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based pure recall schemes are likely to inherit the draw backs associ-
ated with the draw based category. Hence the research question, can
draw based pure recall schemes be designed without necessarily in-
heriting draw backs associated with the draw based category? Also
this establishes the need to explore alternative design approach
to pure recall-based GUA that ensures such draw backs are not
inherited.

Secondly, observed across pure recall schemes so far is that lo-
gin credentials at the authentication stage, have to be reproduced,
particularly in the exact same manner and order they had earlier
been produced in the registration stage. At this point, we will like
to call that “Static Credential Entry”. Take the android pattern lock
scheme for example, having registered an “L” shape in the registra-
tion phase, a user must reproduce the “L” shape in the exact same
manner at every subsequent login sessions to be granted access.
“Static” because the exact same series of steps must be followed
across multiple login sessions. A major down side associated with
static credential entry is that it supports observable repetitive rou-
tines, a characteristic detrimental to security. Observation attacks
such as shoulder surfing, coordinated position noting, click based
screen short capturing and camera recording attacks leverage on
repetitive routines to acquire login credentials and compromise
security [36].

Credential entry however takes a different characteristic with
most recognition based schemes. For example “Passfaces”, a Recog-
nition based GUA authentication scheme based on face identifica-
tion. Passfaces generates and assigns random set of human faces
from a large image portfolio in the registration stage. These gen-
erated images form the user’s password. The user is expected to
memorize the presented faces through a familiarization process.
The familiarization process imprints the assigned faces on the users
mind. In the authentication stage, the user picks out earlier assigned
faces one at a time, from successive group of nine (3x3 grid) faces to
gain access to the system. Based on the image shuffling algorithm,
it is highly unlikely that the image position will be the same for
successive login sessions even though the underlining resulting
password is the same. This, we refer to as “Dynamic credential en-
try”. In other words, performing “different perceived” set of actions
that results in the same underlining password and ultimately grants
a user access to a system, reducing noticeable patters to the barest
minimum. Logically a dynamic credential entry procedure such
as found in Passfaces and other recognition based GUA schemes
will better protect a user against such observation attacks. Hence
another interesting research question, are all pure recall-based GUA
schemes designed based on static credential entry? If they are, it
is worth exploring for pure recall based GUA designed to accept
dynamic credential inputs.

Thirdly, click based schemes thus far are only feasible in schemes
that particularly involve images or cues. This clearly is the reason
there are no schemes associated with user click events as credential
input mechanisms in table 1. This is simply because clicks are only
needed when images or cues are involved, thereby declassifying
the resulting scheme as pure recall. At this point and interesting
research question is raised, can pure a recall GUA schemes be built
to accept login credentials on click events without losing its Pure
recall characteristic?

5 CONCLUSION
This study categorized Pure Recall schemes based on login creden-
tial entry approach and Design Style in an attempt to take a closer
look and analysis of schemes developed between the first 20 years
(1996 to 2016). Via this categorization 3 key observations were made.
First, that the vast majority of those schemes were draw-based, and
expected to inherit the draw backs associated with the draw based
category, unless there is a rethink to explore alternative design ap-
proaches. A second observation was that all schemes under review
required users to reproduce login credentials, particularly in the
exact same manner and order earlier produced in the registration
stage, “Static credential entry”. Unlike pure recall, most recogni-
tion based schemes rather the “Dynamic entry” approach. Thirdly
observed was that no grid based scheme thus far was associated
with click events as credential input approach. All observations
are pointing to credential entry mechanisms of pure recall based
GUA scheme. Hence the need to consider “Credential Entry” as a
Contextual parameter associated User Design Factor. A later study
will focus on this findings as basis to evaluate recent pure recall
schemes. If results are consistent with these initial findings, creden-
tial entry mechanism approach will be worth exploring as basis for
repositioning pure recall schemes as alternatives to text passwords.
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